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A myth is a culture’s most sacred story, often about that
culture’s origins and often accepted as unassailably true.
What are the myths that Silicon Valley tells about its origins?
And, as Silicon Valley makes increasing inroads into educa-
tional technology, what are the myths that it tells about
teaching, learning and technology? Who is cast as the hero in
these stories? What sorts of battles does this hero have to
overcome?

This article looks at the stories told about massive open
online courses (MOOCs), arguing that they have achieved
mythical stature. As such, one cannot simply examine the
history of MOOCs—who invented them first, for example—
one has to account too for the myth-making, the heightened
significance granted to them and their position within a form of
myth-making in which certain elements and arguments sur-
rounding those myths are structured to seem unchallengeable.

INTRODUCTION
It may well be that the modern equivalents of myth-making
are media and marketing, and so modern myths have lost some
of their infallibility (all the while gaining in pervasiveness). Of
the recent developments in education, whether social, polit-
ical, economic, technological or otherwise, few have reached
mythical stature in quite the way that MOOCs have. In this
sense, the mythologizing of MOOCs has unleashed a powerful
narrative about the potential for massive open online courses
(and educational technology more broadly) to transform
utterly the higher education landscape: MOOCs, the destroy-
ers of old institutions; MOOCs, the builders of new learning
worlds; and MOOCs, the saviours of higher education.

To relate the history of MOOCs requires more than just a
chronology of technological, pedagogical or even policy devel-
opments. The history of MOOCs must include an examination
of the mythology of MOOCs—their origin stories, their proph-
esied future. To do so, again, is not to dismiss the claims of
MOOC proponents (devotees?) as false; on the contrary, it is to
recognize the ways in which the stories about MOOCs have
been spun as unassailably true and as earthshakingly extra-
ordinary.

THE IDEOLOGY OF ORIGINS
Does education technology have its own pantheon? Does it
have its own stories about origins or salvation? Perhaps.

It seems, however, as though the latest stories emerging
from Silicon Valley about education are more powerful or, at
the very least, told with more ubiquity, more influence and
more fervour than those told by educationalists. The gods of
tech trump the gods of teaching. Think Salman Khan of Khan
Academy, for example, who was described by Bloomberg Busi-
nessweek as ‘the Messiah of Math’ (Urstadt, 2011). It helps too
that the tales about education technology that Silicon Valley
spins tap into other, with familiar elements that the tech
industry tells about itself—about origins and endings.

Situated in California, USA, the land of gold and opportunity
and of course of Hollywood, it is hardly a surprise that Silicon
Valley likes to carefully craft, reinvent and mythologize its
past. Where did the technology industry come from? How was
it built? There are certain popular origin stories to explain all
this.

Take this famous archetypal example: Bill Hewlett and
Dave Packard, both recent graduates of Stanford University,
worked together in the garage behind the house that Packard
rented in Palo Alto, California. With a US $538 investment
(cash and a drill press), the two founded Hewlett-Packard in
1939, initially building audio oscillators that were used to test
sound equipment. Although HP did not start manufacturing

semiconductors until decades later, that garage is now known
as ‘the birthplace of Silicon Valley’.

The story about the founding of Apple in the 1970s also
involves a garage, the one at Steve Jobs’s childhood home in
Los Altos, California. His co-founder Steve Wozniak now dis-
putes that the earliest Apple computers were actually assem-
bled there (Alba, 2014), but no matter, the garage has been
named a historic site and is, like that in which Hewlett and
Packard worked, part of Silicon Valley lore.

The ‘giant tech company’s origins in a small garage’ tale
continues to be spun by newer technology companies too.
Google mentions a garage on its company history page—a
workspace established in 1998 in Susan Wojcicki’s garage in
Menlo Park, California—even though its use comes several
years after Larry Page and Sergey Brin had already begun
work on their search engine.

Why does the garage matter? What lessons does the garage
myth teach? The garage is not simply a site where the founding
and development of some of the most powerful companies in
the technology industry purportedly occurred; it is an import-
ant symbol for entrepreneurship, the notion that bold, hard-
working men can build companies through a combination of
ingenuity, innovation and independence. And it is men—the
garage is a gendered space, not just for storing automobiles,
but for housing men’s other hobbies. To be founded in a garage
means that the technology company has a humble birth and,
from there, it can grow to greatness. The garage is distinct
from origins that might take place in the university lab or the
office; the garage is a personal space, a private space, unfet-
tered by bureaucratic influence.

‘ ‘‘Garage’’ is a state of mind’, according to former Apple
engineer turned venture capitalist Guy Kawasaki, ‘a rejection
of the status quo. It’s ‘‘I don’t need dozens of engineers and
marketers with MBAs to clean the competition’s clock’’ ’ (Over-
felt, 2003). Or so the story goes. The garage myth discounts the
reliance on federal funding; it dismisses the founders’ connec-
tions to powerful people and powerful tools, often housed at
universities and major corporations, such as Stanford Univer-
sity and PARC (formerly Xerox PARC— Palo Alto Research
Center); and it overlooks the teams of researchers and engin-
eers, all while privileging a story about a heroic inventor,
working alone or with a close friend.

THE MOOCS GARAGE
While tales about the origins of MOOCs do not posit that they
were started in a garage (although a Wired magazine article
about MOOCs does refer to one founder’s basement, for what
it’s worth—Leckart, 2012), these stories do share elements
with others told about Silicon Valley innovation—most not-
ably, perhaps, that MOOCs’ development was divorced from
other institutional ed-tech developments, and independent of
and uninfluenced by the rest of ed-tech history.

One version of MOOCs’ origins, and arguably the most well
known, goes something like this: in the autumn (fall) of 2011,
Stanford University artificial intelligence professor and Goo-
gle Vice-President Sebastian Thrun, along with Google’s Dir-
ector of Research Peter Norvig, decided to allow anyone to sign
up for a free online version of their computer science course,
‘Introduction to Artificial Intelligence’. As it was a graduate-
level course, the two did not anticipate that there would be that
much interest. There was, however, and after a story in The
New York Times (Markoff, 2011), enrolment surged to over
150,000. Furthermore, according to Thrun, attendance at the
‘physical class at Stanford . . . dwindled from 200 students to 30
students because the online course was more intimate and
better at teaching than the real-world course on which it was
based’ (Salmon, 2012).
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On the heels of Thrun’s decision to offer his AI class online,
two of his colleagues in the Stanford computer science depart-
ment also made their courses freely available via the web:
Andrew Ng’s ‘Machine Learning’ and Jennifer Widom’s ‘Intro-
duction to Databases’. These classes all featured video-lectures
(broken down into short five- or six-minute long explanations)
and accompanying exercises (often multiple choice).

In January 2012, Thrun announced his departure from
Stanford and the founding of his MOOC start-up, Udacity.
(He has since left Google as well.) After his experience with his
online AI class and its enormous reach, Thrun said he had
concluded that ‘I can’t teach at Stanford again’ (Salmon, 2012).

A few months later, Andrew Ng and fellow Stanford AI
professor Daphne Koller announced the launch of Coursera,
their competing MOOC start-up. Udacity, Coursera and, hot
on their heels, the Harvard and MIT (Massachusetts Institute
of Technology) initiative edX kicked off a frenzy in the media,
with The New York Times triumphantly declaring 2012 ‘The
Year of the MOOC’ (Pappano, 2012). The press frequently
crowned Thrun, Koller and Ng as the inventors—or in Thrun’s
case, even ‘the godfather’—of the MOOC (Chafkin, 2013).

MOOCS: THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS
There is another story of MOOCs’ origins, one that lacks the
venture capital funding and the Stanford University pedigree.
It is a story that involves a contrasting set of technologies and
pedagogical practices as well; it is a story without a garage,
indeed a story without a Silicon Valley origin.

The acronym ‘MOOC’ was actually coined in 2008 by Uni-
versity of Prince Edward Island’s Dave Cormier and applied to
an online experiment, ‘Connectivism and Connective Know-
ledge’ (CCK08), led by Athabasca University’s George Siemens
and Stephen Downes of the Canadian National Research
Council. Canada, not California. Siemens offered this reflec-
tion of CCK08 on his blog (Siemens, 2012):

It might be helpful to take a quick step back and talk about
why Stephen and I started with open online courses. We
were both at a Desire2Learn conference in Memphis in
2008. And we were both tired of arguing about connecti-
vism (‘is it a theory’). We decided that experiencing net-
worked learning was important to understanding
networked learning.

Instead of talking connectivism, we wanted to create an
experience that was essentially connectivist: open, distrib-
uted, learner-defined, social, and complex.

In designing courses, educators often make important
decisions on behalf of learners. The educator forms a
‘boundary’ around the knowledge that will be explored in
a particular course. Finding your way through, and mak-
ing sense of, a chaotic landscape is the learning experi-
ence. Traditional learning design tries to reduce
complexity. We try to increase awareness of complexity.
Duplicating what someone else has decided is important is
still a type of learning, but not one that exists outside of
classroom settings. Real world learning is messy and
chaotic.

We decided that we wanted to do for teaching and
learning what MIT had done for content with their OCW
initiative.

In our first open course—CCK08—we emphasized
learners’ control in orienting themselves to complex infor-
mation. Many learners found this very confusing. But,
when in an environment of abundant information, they
began to adopt new approaches for interacting with infor-
mation and with each other. Social networks became crit-
ical to making sense of readings. Creating and sharing
artifacts helped learners to communicate how they had
come to understand a topic or concept. Language games—
negotiating meanings, naming things—also became an
important learner-controlled activity. We provided read-
ings each week to start the conversation, but learners
largely defined the domain of knowledge exploration by
providing resources and shaping the discussion.

We weren’t the first to offer open courses. We had played
around with open online conferences in 2007 (these con-
ferences contributed significantly to the initial design of
CCK08). Alec Couros and David Wiley had both offered
open courses in 2007. And, if you look at the literature
around open universities, open learning, and distance
education, you’ll find over 40 years of discussions of simi-
lar learning approaches.

Here we can see the differences in the educational technologies
and the educational theories that underpin these earliest
MOOCs. These experiments did not rely on instructional video
and multiple choice quizzes, but rather were built upon a new
sort networked learning that depended in large part on par-
ticipants’ activity across various social media platforms and,
most importantly, on their own blogs.

THE HISTORY OF MOOCS: THE OFFICIAL VERSION
History is, of course, always partial, always situated and
always contested. There is no ‘official story’ about MOOCs or
about education technology more generally. Just as with pol-
itics, when it comes to education and technology our notion of
history is heavily influenced by the media, the new node for
myth-making. Media stories about MOOCs, however, are help-
ing to shape and steer our conversations about the future of
education.

In 2012 Khan Academy’s Salman Khan sat down with
Forbes writer Michael Noer and recorded a video on ‘The
History of Education’ (Noer and Khan, 2012). It is the history
of education ‘from 1680 to 2050’ told in 11 minutes so, needless
to say, it is a rather abbreviated version of events. It is not
titled ‘The History of Education in the United States’, which
would be much better, because contributions to education from
the rest of the world are absent—except for the Prussians, of
course, a nationality that has become shorthand for all that is
wrong with traditional education systems.

The media might, including the capacity to mythologize,
behind the combination of Forbes and Khan is potent. This
history, therefore, cannot be easily dismissed, even though—
perhaps in spite of the fact that—it is riddled with flaws. Our
current model of education, says Khan, originated at the turn
of the 19th century: ‘age-based cohorts’ moving through an
‘assembly line’, with ‘information being delivered at every
point’. Noer comments, ‘This is the Prussian model, and it’s
about as inflexible as a Prussian can be.’ With these sorts of
insights into the history of education, Khan’s historical narra-
tion skips across decades and, as such, leaves out much that
does not fit into this particular narrative—one that, much like
Silicon Valley’s garage origin story, locates innovation and
change in technology and not among educational institutions,
researchers or practitioners.

From 1892, the story that Noer and Khan tell jumps ahead,
straight to the invention of the internet. ‘The big thing here’,
says Noer as the two skip over 100-plus years of history, ‘is
what you’ve done’ with Khan Academy. ‘One person with one
computer can reach millions’. This revolutionizes lectures,
Noer argues; it revolutionizes homework. ‘Class time is liber-
ated’, adds Khan. This therefore changes everything—Khan
Academy, that is, changes everything—that has been stagnant
and static in education since the 19th century.

That is a powerful story, and it is one that has become a core
element in the tales told about how Silicon Valley will ‘fix’ what
it deems a broken education system. That is, it has become
myth.

‘This notion of ‘‘flipping the classroom’’ was around before
Khan Academy existed and clearly wasn’t my idea’, Khan
admits in his book The One World Schoolhouse, but he then
fails to cite or mention any of those whose idea it actually
might have been (Khan, 2012). If there is another origin story
to the flipped classroom—some point to the work of Woodland
Park High School chemistry teachers Jonathan Bergmann and
Aaron Sams in 2007 with their efforts to record their lessons
for students to watch outside of class—it is erased in the
service of his own narrative.
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This sort of ahistorical posturing is not terribly uncommon
among ed-tech entrepreneurs, eschewing, as Silicon Valley
tends to do, ‘the past’ in order to invent ‘the future’. Mythology
does not demand a bibliography.

THE WIKIALITY OF HISTORY
Where do we get our stories about education and technology?
From personal experience, from Hollywood, from the news—on
television, in print, online—from trade publications and, yes,
from Wikipedia. Even Salman Khan admitted on the satirical
news show ‘The Colbert Report’ that he has used Wikipedia as
his main resource for teaching history (Colbert, 2012).

In his defence, Khan did add. ‘I click on the footnotes’, to
which Stephen Colbert wittily responded, ‘I’m responsible for
some of those.’ Colbert was referring, of course, to his critiques
of Wikipedia and ‘truthiness’ and the term he has coined to
describe how these two work together, ‘wikiality’—‘truth by
consensus’, rather than truth based on fact. The truth is what
is arrived at via the approval-by-consensus format of Wikipe-
dia editing.

Colbert once suggested that his viewers change the entry for
‘elephant’ to add that the number of African elephants had
tripled over the course of six months. These edits were
reversed—not a surprise to anyone who has actually tried to
update a Wikipedia entry (whether based on accurate infor-
mation or not)—and the username ‘Stephencolbert’ was
banned indefinitely from the site.

THE WIKIALITY OF MOOCS
Might ‘wikiality’ be a new form of myth establishment and
perpetuation? By extension then, what is the ‘wikiality’ of
education technology history? More specifically, what is the
‘wikiality’ of the history of MOOCs? The Wikipedia entry for
‘Massive Open Online Course (MOOC)’ was created in July
2011. One of the earliest versions of the entry read:

A Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) is a course where
the participants are distributed and course materials also
are dispersed across the web. This is possible only if the
course is open, and works significantly better if the course
is large. The course is not a gathering, but rather a way of
connecting distributed instructors and learners across a
common topic or field of discourse.

Soon after, the entry was updated with examples: David
Wiley’s ‘Introduction to Open Education’ and Alec Couros’s
‘Social Media and Open Education’, both held in the fall of 2007
(hence listed as ‘pre-MOOCs’), and Siemens and Downes’s
‘Connectivism and Connective Knowledge’ from 2008 (‘the first
MOOC’).

Needless to say, some 1,400 edits later, the MOOC article is
now quite different. The first paragraph of the entry currently
reads:

A massive open online course (MOOC) is an online course
aimed at unlimited participation and open access via the
web. In addition to traditional course materials such as
filmed lectures, readings, and problem sets, many MOOCs
provide interactive user forums to support community
interactions between students, professors, and teaching
assistants (TAs). MOOCs are a recent development in
distance education which was first introduced in 2008
and emerged as a popular mode of learning in 2012.

A wordier opening paragraph to be sure, but also a very
different definition—the meaning of MOOC, according to
Wikipedia, has changed.

Fair enough—the difference between that first entry in 2011
and now in 2015 is hardly surprising. There have been many
developments in the past four years surrounding MOOCs, and
there was a period in 2012 or so when hardly a week went by
without some major MOOC announcement: the launch of
Udacity, edX and Coursera; more classes; more colleges joining
one of the MOOC-provider platforms; countries and regions
creating their own MOOC partnerships in response; learning

management systems offering ‘open classes’; venture funding;
philanthropic funding; proposed legislation; college credit
offerings; college credit denials; class cancellations; faculty
protest; and New York Times op-eds galore.

What is fascinating about the ‘wikiality’ of MOOCs, how-
ever, is not that the Wikipedia article has expanded to include
all these new developments—Wikipedians are, after all, fam-
ously fast at updating entries for trending topics. Rather what
is interesting is that the article has been incredibly contentious
almost from the start, and that contentiousness has grown
alongside the increasing popularity of MOOCs. Furthermore,
much is aimed at preserving the canonical story—the myth-
ology—of MOOCs.

Indeed, in July 2011, shortly after it was created, the MOOC
entry was flagged for deletion: ‘It is proposed that this article
be deleted because of the following concern: no evidence that it
meets the notability criteria for websites’. A few months later,
when the Stanford engineering department offered those three
courses online for free and when hundreds of thousands of
people signed up to take them, MOOCs had clearly become
Wikipedia-worthy.

Since that initial charge that the Wikipedia entry offered
‘insufficient context for those unfamiliar with the subject’,
however, many involved in some of the earliest MOOCs con-
tributed to the article, fleshing it out with their theoretical
roots, the instructional design approaches, the pedagogies and
practices, the experiences of participants, and the benefits and
challenges of open online learning. MOOCs, the updated and
clarified article made clear, were based on ‘connectivist’ prin-
ciples, including the importance of remixing, sharing and
aggregation—providing ‘starting points for a massive amount
of content to be produced in different places online, which is
later aggregated as a newsletter or a web page accessible to
participants on a regular basis. This is in contrast to trad-
itional courses, where the content is prepared ahead of time’.

In July 2012, one year after it was marked for deletion, the
Wikipedia entry for MOOCs was flagged again. The warning:
‘This article appears to be written like an advertisement for the
works of Stephen Downes, George Siemens and Lisa Lane who
created the neologism MOOC for their own purposes and link
to their own content self-promotionally . . . Please help improve
it by rewriting promotional content from a neutral point of
view and removing any inappropriate external links’. (For
what it is worth, Downes has edited the MOOC page four
times, Siemens three times and Dave Cormier twice. This amid
the 500- odd others who have also edited the page.)

This warning highlights one of the great dilemmas of the
crowdsourced encyclopedia—‘wikiality’ if you will—and it is
something that many, many authors and researchers have
faced. Novelist Philip Roth, for example, felt compelled to
publish ‘An Open Letter to Wikipedia’ in The New Yorker,
because when he tried to propose corrections to the entry on his
book, The Human Stain—addressing the question of his
inspiration for the novel—he was told by a Wikipedia editor:
‘I understand your point that the author is the greatest author-
ity on their own work, but we require secondary sources’ (Roth,
2012). In the case of MOOCs, Downes, Siemens Cormier and
others are the subjects of the entry, sources themselves and
experts in the field. So their strong presence in the MOOC
entry should not be surprising. Indeed, it is as it should be, you
could argue, as the first MOOCs were theirs and not, say,
Sebastian Thrun’s. The ‘wikiality’ of MOOCs history, however,
would say otherwise.

This very question of ‘the first MOOC’ has been up for debate
in the Wikipedia entry. In November 2012 Wikipedia user
Kmasters0 wrote on the MOOC ‘Talk’ page—the place in
which Wikipedia editors debate what is worth including and
excluding and how the entry should be phrased and framed—
that:

The opening paragraph of this section makes the claim
that ‘David Wiley taught what ostensibly was the first
MOOC, or proto-MOOC, at Utah State University in
August 2007.’ There is no reference for this, and the
description is simply of a free course that was open to
people around the world. This, by itself, does not make it a
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MOOC. And, if that description is enough for it to be taken
as a MOOC, then it certainly does not make it the first.
(Using a meaningless concept such as ‘proto-MOOC’ could
apply to any form of web-based instruction.) For the state-
ment to be taken seriously, far more independent infor-
mation and references need to be supplied, otherwise it
smacks of someone retrospectively laying claim to some-
thing, and should be removed.

Later, that same Wikipedia editor added, ‘It has been three
weeks since I suggested that this paragraph be removed, and
there have been no arguments against it. I have removed it,
but have copied here, so that, if there is a valid counter-
argument, it can be restored’. Downes responded on the
‘Talk’ page: ‘The reason the Wiley course was in the article
was that it was referenced as an influence by both George
Siemens and myself in our creation of the first MOOC. For
example, I cite it in ’’The MOOC Guide’’ which is a reference of
early MOOCs . . . I would recommend reinserting it.’ As of yet,
that edit—the nod to Wiley—has not stuck.

While the role of Wiley is contested by Wikipedia editors, it is
worth pointing out that the role of Khan Academy is not. ‘The
short lecture format used by many MOOCs developed from
Khan Academy’s free archive of snappy instructional videos’,
Wikipedia cites from the 2012 article in The New York Times,
‘The Year of the MOOC’, which neglects to mention Siemens,
Downes, Cormier, Wiley or Couros at all.

Now perhaps this all sounds like historical minutiae. Does it
matter what David Wiley gets credit for? Does it matter what
Salman Khan does? Does it matter if folks know the difference
between the connectivist MOOCs and the corporate ones? Yes,
of course it does. It matters for accuracy, for inquiry, for legacy;
it matters for the narratives that we adopt or resist about
innovation; it matters as history; and it matters as myth. That
is, mythology is not just about the stories we tell of our origins,
but about our destiny as well.

MOOCS: THE PROPHECY
The Wikipedia entry on MOOCs reads: ‘MOOCs are widely
seen as a major part of a larger disruptive innovation taking
place in the higher education industry.’ The phrase ‘disruptive
innovation’ was popularized by Harvard Business School pro-
fessor Clayton Christensen in his 1997 book The Innovator’s
Dilemma and it is invoked constantly these days, almost to the
point of being utterly meaningless. Christensen applied the
concept to education in a book published in 2008, Disrupting
Class, and he has fuelled some of the MOOC hype himself with
his assertion that in 15 years’ time, one-half of US universities
will be bankrupt (Suster, 2013).

This is what disruptive innovations purportedly do—they
start at the low end of the market, often with an inferior
product, but a product that is accessible to consumers who
previously have not had access. In Christensen’s framework,
disruptive innovations then reshape and transform the market
and eventually displace the incumbent players. The prediction
is not based in science, and disruptive innovation does not
work like Newton’s Second Law. Disruptive innovation is a
business school model; more importantly, it is a narrative, it is
teleology—and it is a myth. It is a myth that predicts ‘the end’,
the destruction of the old and the ascension of the new—the
end of the music industry, the death of newspapers, the death
of print, the end of college as we know it (Ferenstein, 2013).

Disruptive innovation, intertwined with MOOCs, offers a
powerful myth, one that invokes certain events from the past
and puts together bits and pieces from the present in order to
make certain characters appear heroic, to frame the world
ideologically and to point to and shape a particular future.
Consider the garage myth: if great technology companies are
founded by entrepreneurs working in isolation, without uni-
versity or government support, then one might prophesy that
in the increasingly technological future these public-orien-
tated institutions will fall to the wayside, no longer rele-
vant—they will be disrupted, they will disappear. The story
told about MOOCs’ origins, then, is as much about their future
as their past.

THE MYTHOLOGICAL RECORD
We are often told that ‘the Internet is forever’, but it is actually
quite fragile. Websites go away, links ‘rot’ And instead of
durability, there is impermanence; this has profound implica-
tions for historical preservation, particularly of digital mater-
ials. That fragility unfortunately coincides with another aspect
of Silicon Valley myth-making, which is its emphasis on the
future and dismissal of the past. Silicon Valley, much like
California itself, focuses on invention and reinvention—the
invention and reinvention of identities and histories, not
simply new gadgetry.

In embracing the ability to reimagine and retell stories—
think Hollywood, alongside Khan Academy on YouTube—this
so-called ‘California ideology’ seizes and shapes the narrative
(Barbrook and Cameron, 2007). It does so in ways that are
largely unchallenged and, as myth, are perhaps even unchal-
lengeable. This means that when we examine the history of
education technology and, specifically, the history of MOOCs,
we must pay attention to the mythologizing in the various
narratives told about them: not only where these stories come
from, and who finds them to be ‘the truth’, but also where these
stories purport to be taking us.
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